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Aiming at the problem of a large number of parameters and high time complexity caused by the current deep convolutional neural
networkmodels, an improved face alignment algorithm of a cascaded convolutional neural network (CCNN) is proposed from the
network structure, random perturbation factor (shake), and data scale. ,e algorithm steps are as follows: 3 groups of lightweight
CNNs are designed; the first group takes facial images with face frame as input, trains 3 CNNs in parallel, and weighted outputs the
facial images with 5 facial key points (anchor points). ,en, the anchor points and 2 different windows with a shake mechanism
are used to crop out 10 partial images of human faces. ,e networks in the second group train 10 CNNs in parallel and every 2
networks’ weighted average and colocated a key point. Based on the second group of networks, the third group designed a smaller
shake mechanism and windows, to achieve more fine-tuning. When training the network, the idea of parallel within groups and
serial between groups is adopted. Experiments show that, on the LFPW face dataset, the improved CCNN in this paper is superior
to any other algorithm of the same type in positioning speed, algorithm parameter amount, and test error.

1. Introduction

,e task of face alignment [1–3] is also called facial landmark
localization. In the case of a given facial image, the algorithm
locates the key points of the face, including the left eye, the
right eye, the tip of the nose, and the left and right corners of
the mouth. ,e difficulty lies in quickly and accurately
predicting the coordinate values of 5 key points of a given
facial image. Facial landmark localization [4, 5] is a relatively
core algorithm business that plays a crucial role in many
scientific research and application topics. It has always been
a research issue in the fields of image processing, pattern
recognition, and computer vision.

,e current facial landmark localization methods are
mainly divided into 3 categories: AAM [6] (active appear-
ance model) based on traditional methods and ASM [7]
(active shape model) based onmodels andmethods based on
deep learning. ,e AAM method and model-based ASM

extract the semantic features of a given facial image by it-
eratively solving an optimization problem [8] under various
constraints. In addition to the high computational com-
plexity, it also easily falls into a local minimum; with the rise
of deep learning methods, face alignment tasks have
achieved extremely accurate results in terms of accuracy.
However, the current high-precision detection algorithms
mostly use deep networks (such as VGG [9] and Resnet-34
[10]), which creates a substantial number of parameters,
resulting in the time and space complexity increasing dra-
matically, and the chain rule can easily lead to gradient
vanishing and gradient explosion in the deep network [11],
which can easily cause the network to fail to learn useful
rules. For this reason, this paper improved the cascaded
convolutional neural network [12, 13] from the aspect of
network structure, raising the random perturbation factor
(shake) and the data scale. Under the condition of ensuring
accuracy, lightweight [14] convolutional neural networks are
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designed to reduce the number of parameters that the
networks need to learn and accelerate the speed at locating
key points on the face.

2. Related Theories

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [15] are a new type
of artificial neural network proposed by combining tradi-
tional artificial neural networks and deep learning. Since
fully connected neural networks have a large number of
parameters when processing image data, CNNs optimize the
structure of the traditional fully connected neural networks
by introducing weight sharing [16] and local perception
methods, which greatly reduces the number of learnable
parameters of the fully connected neural networks. Since the
feature maps output by the CNN pooling layers have the
advantages of rotation invariance and translation invariance,
CNNs have natural robustness [17] for processing image
data. In the common CNN model architecture, most CNNs
use the convolutional layer and the pooling layer alternately
to extract the semantic information of the facial image from
low to high. After the channel numbers and size of the
feature maps reach a certain dimension, the feature maps are
arranged in order and converted into a one-dimensional
feature vector, which is connected with the fully connected
layer for dimensional transformation. ,e operation process
of the convolutional layer can be expressed as follows:
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In formula (1), X(l,k) represents the k-th feature map
output by the l-th hidden layer, nl represents the number of
channels of the l-th layer feature map, andW(l,k,p) represents
the convolution kernel used whenmapping the p-th group of
feature maps in the (l− 1)-th layer to the k-th feature maps in
the l-th layer. ,e algorithm in this paper uses max-pooling.
After the pooling operation, the size of the feature map is
reduced to one-fold of the original step size. Max-pooling
can be expressed as follows:
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(m · step + a, n · step + b) .

(2)

In formula (2), X(l+1,k) (m, n) represents the value of the
k-th group of feature map coordinates output from the
(l + 1)-th layer at (m, n).

When optimizing the CNNmodel, the back propagation
method is used to update all the connection weights between
neurons to minimize the loss function. Since the face
alignment task is a regression task [18], the mean square
error (MSE) is used to define its loss function, which can be
expressed as follows:
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In formula (3), N is the number of nodes in the input
layer of the neural network, O is the artificially labeled value,
and P is the predicted value of the neural networks.

3. Improved CCNN

To improve the efficiency and accuracy of the algorithm
detection in this paper, the CCNN network is improved in
the following 4 aspects:

Improvement 1: designing shallower networks: deep
networks create a large number of parameters, resulting in a
sharp increase in time and space complexity. Additionally,
the chain rule can easily lead to gradient vanishing and
gradient explosion in deep networks, and it easily causes the
networks to fail to learn useful rules. ,e CCNN algorithm
has a total of 23 CNNs, and each CNN contains a maximum
of 8 layers and a minimum of 6 layers. ,e unnecessary
convolution and pooling layers are removed, and the
number of algorithm parameters is greatly reduced to ensure
the running speed of the algorithm.

Improvement 2: a shake mechanism is proposed to solve
the problem that the rules learned by the networks tend to
the geometric center of the windows, which improves the
generalization ability (robustness) of the model. ,e posi-
tioning accuracy and speed are increased by designing the
size of windows.

Improvement 3: adopting multilevel cascaded recursive
CNNs: it is verified by experiments that the 3-stage cascaded
structure of CCNN is selected in this paper, which can
guarantee a high positioning accuracy within an acceptable
time range.

Improvement 4: designing a smaller input image size: a
smaller input image size can speed up the training of the
networks, and the number of channels of the convolution
kernel can be increased to compensate for the information
loss caused by a smaller input image.

3.1. CCNN Framework Design. ,e framework of the im-
proved cascaded convolutional neural network in this paper
is divided into 3 stages, which realizes the process from
global coarse positioning to local precise positioning.

,e overall design idea of the CCNN algorithm adopts
the recursive idea, and the recursive termination condition is
“the number of network stages that balance positioning
accuracy and positioning time complexity.” Based on this, a
cascaded convolutional neural network with 3 stages is
designed; in addition to guaranteeing a high positioning
accuracy rate, it is also necessary to ensure that the posi-
tioning results are obtained within an acceptable time frame.
As shown in Table 1, in the design of the CCNN algorithm,
each stage recursively generates the key points of the face.
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3.1.1. .e First Stage. As shown in Figure 1, the original
image is marked with the initial face frame, and Figure 1(a) is
cropped into 3 areas according to the face distribution of the
LFPW dataset (respectively, the key point area contained in
the initial face frame, left, right eye, and nose tip key points
area, and nose tip, left, and right mouth corner key points
area); these 3 areas are used as the input of the 3 CNNs in the
first stage, and the coordinate values of 5 key points are
weighted average output to obtain Figure 1(b).

,e rough positioning of global key points is realized.
,e weighted average method is shown as follows:

(x, y)p �
1
N



N
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In formula (4), P belongs to the set of {left eye, right eye,
nose tip, left mouth corner, right mouth corner}, and N is the
number of repeated positions.

3.1.2. .e Second Stage. ,e 5 key points output in the first
stage are used as anchor points and expanded to the top,
bottom, left, and right of the anchor points to obtain the
current 10 windows. ,e expansion method is based on the
following formula:

windowsi � a1
∗
h, b1
∗
w( , i � 1, 2, . . . , 5,

windowsj � a2
∗
h, b2
∗
w( , j � 6, 7, . . . , 10.

⎧⎨

⎩ (5)

In formula (5), windowsi represents the 5 windows of the
first group, windowj represents the 5 windows of the second
group, a and b are hyperparameters, a1 and b1 take the value
of 0.16; a2 and b2 take the value of 0.18, and h and w are the
height and width of the initial face frame.,en, according to
the size of the windows and shake (shake in the paper follows
a normal distribution, namely, shake∼N (0, 1e− 4), as arrow
①), 10 partial human face images are to cut out with a
random perturbation factor to obtain Figure 1(c). Shake can
be regarded as a kind of data augmentation operation. Its
essence is a type of translation strategy. It can shift the
window randomly up, down, left, and right by shake units.
,ese 10 partial facial images are taken as the input of the 10
CNNs in the second stage, and every 2 CNNs use formula (4)
to jointly weight and average a key point to obtain
Figure 1(d), thereby realizing local key point positioning.

3.1.3. .e .ird Stage. Taking the 5 key points output in the
second stage as anchor points and by designing smaller
windows and shake (a1 and b1 take the value of 0.08; a2 and
b2 take the value of 0.09, shake is the same as the second
stage, as arrow②) to cut out the smaller 10 partial images of
the facial key points, we obtain Figure 1(e). ,ese 10 partial
images are used as the input of the 10 CNNs in the third
stage to obtain Figure 1(f), and every 2 CNNs are jointly
weighted averaged by formula (4) to locate a key point to
obtain the accurate localization of the partial image of the
face, which is the final output of the algorithm in this paper.

3.2. Network Structure Design. Since the algorithm in this
paper is based on the recursive idea, now we take the second
stage (level 2), the LE21 CNN and LE22 CNN, which locate
the key point of the left eye (LE), as examples to describe the
network structure design of the CCNN (F is the full face, L is
left, R is right, E is the eye, N is the nose, M is the corner
mouth, and LE21 CNN represents the first CNN that locates
the left eye in the second stage, the same as follows).

3.2.1. Level 2 Network Structure. Figure 2 shows the level 2
network structure. ,is stage contains 10 lightweight CNNs,
namely, LE21, LE22, RE21, RE22, N21, N22, and LM21.

LM22, RM21, and RM22: every 2 CNNs are jointly
weighted average by formula (4) to locate a key point and
combined with the positioning results of the other 8 CNNs,
and finally, the level 2 output is obtained.

3.2.2. Level2-LE21 CNN Network Structure. To improve the
positioning speed and efficiency of the algorithm in this
article, we design a new cascaded convolutional neural
network in this section, which accelerates the training and
testing of the network by reducing the number of layers of
each CNN and reducing the size of the input image.
Compared with reference [13], this paper reduces the
number of network layers from 12 to 6 layers, and the input
size of the second stage is reduced from 32∗32∗ 3 to 15∗15∗3.

Figure 3 shows the network structure of level2-LE21
CNN. We input 15∗15∗3 left eye local area map, after 2 sets
of convolutional pooling layers and 2 fully connected layers,
we output the left eye prediction coordinates value of the

Table 1: Design of the CCNN algorithm.

Stage 1

Input: X (face images with face frames.)
Step 1: resize X to (39∗39∗3)

Step 2: after 2 sets of convolutional, pooling layer, and 2 fully connected layers, generate a candidate set of key points
Step 3: same as step 2; generate candidate face key point coordinates

Output: y1 (face image with 5 weighted key points)

Stage 2

Input: use 2 different windows with shake to crop y1 to obtain 10 partial face images
Step 1: similar to stage1-step2; generate a candidate set of key points

Step 2: every 2 CNNs colocate a key point
Output: y2 (face image with 5 weighted key points)

Stage 3

Input: use 2 smaller different windows with shake to crop y2 to obtain 10 partial face images
Step 1: similar to stage2-step1; generate a candidate set of key points

Step 2: every 2 CNNs colocate a key point
Output: y3 (face image with 5 weighted key points)
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LE21 CNN, combined with the left eye coordinate value
output by the LE22 CNN, and finally, we weighted average
the left eye coordinate value of level 2 in the manner of
formula (4).

3.2.3. Proposing the Shake Mechanism and Windows.
,e entire algorithm flow is carried out recursively in stages.
As shown in Figure 1, the original red frame of the input
picture in the first stage can be regarded as a larger window,
and each small green frame of the input picture in the second
stage is a smaller window. Since the positioning method of
the algorithm in this paper uses the relative positioning of
windows, the more accurate the windows, the more accurate
the model positioning; the smaller the windows, the faster
the model positioning speed. To avoid the immutability of
windows, the shake mechanism is proposed to slightly shake
windows, that is, translation (which has been explained in
detail in the second stage of Section 3.1.2); it can also be
regarded as a method of data augmentation, thereby im-
proving the generalization ability of the model.

3.2.4. Model Parameters. ,e network structure parameters
of the first stage are shown in Table 2, where the fully
connected layers of F1, EN1, and NM1 are 10d-fc2, 6d-fc2,
and 6d-fc2, respectively. ,e network structure of the third
stage is the same as that of the second stage. ,e total
number of network parameters is only 643,920, which is
approximately 2.46MB.

3.3. CCNN Model Training. ,e model training method in
this paper adopts the idea of parallel within groups and serial
between groups. For each lightweight CNN, a rectified linear
unit (ReLU) is used after the convolutional layer to increase
the nonlinear expression ability of the model, max-pooling
layers are used to downsample the feature map of the
convolutional layers, and the fully connected layers use
dropout technology to improve the robustness of the model
(the value is 0.25). ,e initial learning rate is 5e− 3, and
every 100 iterations, the learning rate decays to 90% of the
original (the other hyperparameters are selected according
to the actual situation, such as batch size and iteration
times). ,e stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm is
used to update the weights of all connections between
neurons during network training. To additionally increase
the robustness of the model, L2 regularization is introduced
to penalize the learnable parameter W, and then, the final
expression of the newly designed loss function is as follows:

E �
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In formula (6), m is the batch size and W is the weight
matrix in the network. ,is weight matrix W is updated
during the process of error back propagation. Before the
network starts training, the Xavier [19] method is used to
initialize the weight matrix W0. ,e weight matrix Wt + 1
updated after t+ 1 iterations can be expressed as follows:

Wt+1 � Wt − λ ·
zE

zWt

. (7)

4. Experiments and Results

,e operating system used in the experiment is Centos7
64 bit, a Dell server equipped with 2 RTX2080TI graphics
cards and 32GB memory, and the code running environ-
ment is the PyTorch framework.

4.1.Dataset. ,ese experiments use the facial dataset LFPW,
a total of 13,466 facial images. Each facial image has 3
channels with RGB and has relevant coordinate annotation
information (including key point coordinates and initial face
frame coordinates). ,e original data use 10,000 images as
the training set and 3,466 images as the test set. Data
augmentation [20, 21] can be used to increase the number of
training samples to effectively improve the performance of
the convolutional neural network. To be consistent with the
actual facts, we set the left 15-degree and right 12-degree
center rotation (the label coordinates should also be rotated),
and the rotation method is given in formula (8), where θ is
the rotation angle.
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,en, the training dataset is flipped horizontally (the
label coordinates should also be flipped accordingly), and
60,000 training data are finally obtained. Each training data
requires data standardization (minus the mean and dividing
the variance). In addition, for each training data, it is needed
to eliminate the impact of the length and width of the face
frame (windows at each stage). ,e elimination method is
shown as follows:

x direction:
x′ − x




w
,

y direction:
y′ − y




h
.
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⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

In formula (9), x and y are the horizontal and vertical
coordinates of the upper left corner of the windows, x′ and y′
are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the key points
predicted by the current windows, and w and h are the width
and height of the windows.

4.2. Experiment Results

Experiment 1. Verifying the necessity of the 3-stage cas-
caded structure.

As shown in Figure 4, the vertical axis is the test error,
the horizontal axis is the facial key points, and the blue, red,
and green broken lines are the test errors of the first stage,
the second stage, and the third stage, respectively.
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,e test error of the second stage exceeded less than that
of the first stage. ,e test error of the third stage also de-
creased compared with the second stage; the average test
error decreased from 2.21% to 1.37% and then to 1.03%. To
balance the positioning accuracy and positioning speed
comprehensively, this article does not cascade the fourth
stage of CNNs.

Experiment 2. Verifying the necessity of under windows.
Figure 5 shows the impact of the presence or absence of

window frames on the test error of each key point in the first
stage. ,e vertical axis is the test error, the horizontal axis is
the facial key points, and the blue broken line is windows-,
which uses absolute positioning; the red broken line indi-
cates the relative positioning of windows+.

,e relative positioning method is more stable, and the
test error at each key point is lower than that of the absolute
positioning method. ,e average test error decreased from
3.38% to 2.35%. Because the first stage uses global key point
coarse positioning of the first stage, the test errors of the blue
and red broken lines are both high.

Experiment 3. Verifying the necessity of the under shake
mechanism.

Figure 6 shows the impact of the presence or absence of
the shake factor on the test error of each key point in the first
stage.

,e vertical axis is the test error, and the horizontal axis
is the facial key points. ,e blue broken line is shake-, which
means no data augmentation operation; the red broken line
is shake+, which denotes data augmentation on the partial
image. ,e test error of the red broken line, after data
augmentation, is lower than that of the blue broken line,
which shows that the shake mechanism has improved the
generalization ability of the model. ,e average test error
dropped from 2.35% to 1.90%. Because the first stage uses
global key point coarse positioning, the test errors of the blue
and red broken lines are both high.

Experiment 4. Comparison with other algorithms of the
same type in LE error, RE error, N error, LM error, RM
error, and average test error.

Figure 7 shows the test error of each key point of each
algorithm. ,e vertical axis is the test error, and the hori-
zontal axis is the facial key points.

,e blue and red broken lines are the algorithms of
Sun [22] and Chen Rui [13], respectively, and the green

broken line is the algorithm in this paper; it can be seen
that the algorithm in this paper is lower than any other
algorithm of the same type in LE, RE, N, LM, and average
test error, and the average test error reaches 1.03%. ,e
test error at the key points of RM is slightly higher than
that of Chen Rui’s [13] algorithm, which indirectly

Table 2: Network structure table of the first stage.

Name Input Convolution kernels/steps Output Parameters
conv1 39∗39∗3 4∗4∗ 20/1 36∗3 6∗ 20 960
pool1 36∗36∗20 2∗ 2/2 18∗18∗20 -
conv2 18∗18∗20 3∗3∗ 40/1 16∗16∗40 7200
pool2 16∗16∗40 2∗ 2/2 8∗8∗40 -
conv3 8∗8∗40 3∗3∗ 60/1 6∗6∗60 21600
pool3 6∗6∗60 2∗ 2/2 3∗3∗60 -
120d-fc1 64800
10d-fc2 (F1) 6d-fc2 (EN1) 6d-fc2 (NM1)
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Figure 4: Test error graph of key points in different stages.
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indicates that each network needs separate hyper-
parameters to train.

In addition, the learnable parameters in this algorithm
are only 643920, approximately 2.46MB, which is approx-
imately 58% of the parameters of Chen Rui [13] and 5.6% of
the ResNet18. It only requires 14.7milliseconds to process a
facial image on the GPU. As shown in Table 3, it greatly
reduces the consumption of hardware resources and can be
used as an embedded algorithm for cameras or apps used in
mobile devices such as mobile phones.

Figure 8 shows the effect picture of the facial land-
mark localization of the algorithm in this paper. ,e first
line of facial images is output 1 of the first stage of CNN,
and so on; it can be seen that the output of the first CNN
stage (global key points coarse positioning stage) has
flaws, and the positioning accuracy of the second CNN
stage (local key points positioning stage) has improved

significantly. ,e positioning accuracy of the third CNN
stage (accurate positioning of local key points) also
improved and was no longer distinguishable by the
naked eye.

Under the influence of distorted expressions and diverse
postures, the algorithm still achieves accurate positioning. If
we face tasks with very high real-time requirements, then
only the first 2 layers of cascaded convolutional neural
networks are sufficient.
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Figure 6: Test error graph of key points under shake or not.
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Table 3: Parameters and speed of each algorithm.

Methods/indicators Parameters (MB) Speed (ms)
Algorithm of this paper 2.46 14.7
ResNet18 44.59 -
ResNet34 85.15 -
Chen Rui [13] 4.24 15.9
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5. Conclusions

,e improved face alignment algorithm based on a cascaded
convolutional neural network in this paper realizes the
process from coarse positioning to precise positioning by
designing a 3-stage network structure. ,e improvement of
windows accelerates the training of the network and im-
proved the positioning accuracy rate of the key points. ,e
proposed shake factor can be regarded as a data augmen-
tation operation, which improves the generalization ability
of the model. ,e test on the LFPW face dataset shows that
the average test error of the algorithm in this paper reaches
1.03%, which is approximately 1.16% lower than that of the
same type of algorithms; in addition, it only takes 14.7
milliseconds to process a facial image on the GPU, which is
1.2 faster than Chen Rui’s [13] in milliseconds, and a small-
scale and efficient facial landmark localization network is
realized. ,e algorithm shows good antiinterference ability
with gestures and expressions. Future work can perform
further research on data augmentation and add detection
technology to give a more accurate initial face frame.
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